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Flight Courses Reservations

Based on projections made by several university committees, the "Aeronautical" for Flight training will increase again this fall. While we are aggressively pursuing ways to improve resource utilization and service, we will not compromise the quality of our programs, and therefore will be limiting the enrollment in the flight programs next fall. Present students will be given priority in reserving space in a particular flight course until May 1. After that space will be allocated on a first-come-first-served basis until the quotas are filled.

To reserve space for yourself for the fall term, secure a reservation form from the Flight Records Office New Complex) or the Registration and Records Office (Admin., Llg.), go to the Bureau's office, and make the required $100 deposit (refundable if cancelled in writing before July 1st) at

the Bureau's Office, and return the top flap with the Bureau's field stamp to the Flight Records Office in the GW complex where your check and name and address and indicate the particular flight course and time of day you desire to fly.

The Flight Division has structured the fall offerings to be the same as this summer, in that we will have all the flight courses offered twice during the trimester. We will start a group of students the first of September, and another group the middle of October. Both start dates have advantages for the students and depending on your personal preference and depending on your personal preference and depending on the needs of the new students who have been set, on a strictly space available basis.

Flight reservations can be made in person or by mail from the last of April through July 15, 1977. Any reservations made after the 15th of July will be accepted on a space available basis only, and only after the needs of the new and returning students have been met. The Last Day to cancel your reservation will be June 7th, 1977.

Easter Vacation Events
Set for College Breaks

LAKE BUENA VISTA, FL
An exciting Easter season featuring fireworks, an old-fashioned Easter parade, special entertainment extended Magic Kingdom operating hours is awaiting visitors to Walt Disney World, April 7-16.

Popular rock group, Be Donaldson and the Heywoods will present three shows nightly in Tomorrowland from April 2-9, and blues singer Gail Winman will perform each night from April 10-16.

Led by Mr. and Mrs. Easter Bunny, this year's April 20 Easter Parade will begin at 3 p.m. on Main Street, U.S.A. The parade will feature unique cars, colorful floats, bands and Mickey and Minnie in their Easter finery.

"Fantasy in the Sky" fireworks will be presented at 10 p.m. through the holiday period.

While Magic Kingdom is now open daily from 8 a.m. and every Saturday until midnight.

From April 2 to 16, the theme park will be open daily from 8 a.m. until midnight for school groups. Students and family members will be able to re-visit Florida at this time.
EDITORIAL

After recovering from the shock of realizing that this Opinion page is actually read by a select few, I decided that Mr. Dykes' letter (below) is in fact a very valid observation of my editorial in the March 16th issue of the Avion.

The misunderstanding is a classical case of the "I know you believe you understand what you think I said, but I'm not sure you realize that what you heard is not what I meant" syndrome.

To clarify, I was trying to describe the average Riddle student, but I didn't mean that the characterization I described was exclusive to "the average student" only. To relate some logic to this situation that I so aptly learned in Mr. Campbell's HU-250 course, I said that the average student was apathetic, premise A. The average student is a member of an organization, premise B. You can not validly deduce from these premises that I meant every member of an organization is apathetic, although I must admit that the way I worded it implied just that. A number of a number of organizations myself, I don't consider myself apathetic. Indeed the independent is the culprit, generally! Apathy does not belong to the independents.

Thanks, Jim, for calling this misunderstanding to my attention, and I hope this clarifies it.

Jeffry M. Rude

letters to the editor

To the student who "borrowed" the Harbrace College Handbook from my desk. Would you please return it. It is the property of the Humanities Department and is needed. It would have been a bit nicer to leave a note before taking it from my desk, and even nicer still, to return it when you were finished. You may leave it. I may not, since you took it--at night.

Mary Winhoven
Secretary
Humanities Dept.

Dear Mr. Editor:
A couple of weeks ago, I wrote an editorial describing the apathetic Middle student. As I started reading the editorial, I thought, "All right, somebody is finally going to sock it to the students." But a different attitude got hold of me by the time I had finished your article. Overall, it was a good description. But your accusation of the apathetic Middle student usually being a fraternity is unjust. I believe the number of fraternity and other organizations on campus are usually the best informed students as to what is going on. The argument I give is that why should a person join a fraternity or any organization on campus if his apathetic level will decrease. The argument is that if you, Mr. Editor, and fraternity and organizations members are not the apathetic type, then an independent student who doesn't give a damn except for himself, is the culprit.

Jim Dykes

OPINIONS

VP THOUGHTS
by Dave Fraser
As stated in my article last week the senate voted overwhelmingly to modify the "Traffic and Security Committee" to the "Traffic-Security Committee" on campus. Last week the C.C.O. was in session with another unanimous vote. This indicates that the students as a whole are indeed not happy with the traffic and security procedures here. I wonder how many students know that the parking lot area will be cut even more by the increasing of the flight line. The C.C.O. has even taken the matter a step further when they requested that all restricted automobile parking (including faculty and administrative) be abolished on campus. I anticipate that this issue will be brought up in the next Senate meeting. I hope that the administration will probably make the decision themselves and this is the issue of the students view is brought up by our representative, Joe O'Neal, in his next meeting.

Three cheers for PM for occasionally serving very appetizing meals consisting of fresh and cut meat. I'm sure more of the students appreciate this as I do.

This weekend there will be an SGA movie outside over by the dorm with some kegs, after which, Greek Week will swing into full gear directly afterward. With some more kegs. The next day the SGA will supply a barbecue with chicken and beef for everyone while the Greeks and clubs do their thing.

JIM DYKES

PRESIDENT'S CORNER
by John O'Neal

I will answer the letter from Sigma Phi Delta first. I would like you to know as the function you had was for all the students? If it was for all, why did you have to pay $10? The big joke is that you expect the SGA to pay the expenses out of all the student money and then charge them for the function. Also, don't you realize we have $6,000 in reserve and we gave each one of them 2 kegs of beer we would have made $1200. (2 kegs to 200 people, 1 movie and 2 TGIF's). Is this what you expect of the SGA?

I am glad you took time to criticize the management in the paper because you surely haven't had the nerve to come by and yell at us in our offices. In a way, you didn't bother us because we asked for you and I am entitled to this and I have mine.

Today (Monday) I had a very interesting day. I went to the Administrative Council meeting and we voted on the budget. First motion: to increase Student Service Fees from $25 to $50. Second motion: that in lieu of $4 increase of flight fees, the proposed hourly rate increase to $7.50 hourly fees will be accepted. Third motion: that bottom line revision of any remaining revenue and/or of contingency funds be applied to a Campus Construction Program Reserve. This motion: raise A.M.T's students tuition from $450 to $550. This is the way I voted. "No," "No," "No," "No," "Yes." Reasons: 1. I don't think we need to increase student fees to $50. 2. I don't think we need to increase student fees to $50. 3. I don't think it is fair for students to have to put up reserve for construction. 4. This will effect me now since we won't have to work for 5 hours at no extra cost. 5. The new plan is paying $15/hr for all students. The budget was approved by the Administrative Council and will now be sent to President Hunt for approval or disapproval. Then it goes to the Board of Trustees for approval or disapproval.

Don't forget to come out to the Chick-fil-a Barbecue Saturday, April 1st. This will be our last big thing for the trimester.
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As a recent graduate of our university, I feel compelled to speak, on behalf of every one who has gone before me, I know I am not alone when I think the Placement Office for a job will do considerably more for me that my undergraduate days. It's unfortunate but true, as a student service, the placement office does not receive much attention. It is the one student service that matters success by sending a continuous flow of graduates to the business. I cannot leave Emory-Middle without publicly saying all

the people responsible for making me job search such a success. To Jan, Licia, and, especially, Bath, my most frequent and heartfelt thanks. Through your hard work and diligence, I had more than enough evidence to explore while trying to pursue a more successful job. I only hope all of you realize how much this office needs your style of dedication.

From everyone you have helped...A profound THANK YOU!
Steve Bremer

Sreb Releas Statistics

ATLANTA—Total collegiate enrollment in the state for the current fall term was slightly last fall over the previous five-year high levels of fall 1975, even though the enrollment of women anti- federal students increased markedly.

Analysing preliminary data from the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), the Board of Regents' System of Higher Education (SREB) identified three areas:

* Enrollment in the Southern public colleges and universities dropped one percent between fall 1975 and fall 1976, but the regional-state institutions gained two percent.

* This spliced an overall increase of 1.6 percent in the Southern high school enrollment, since public institutions accounted for 75 percent.

* All Southern collegiate enrollment, compared to 4.5 percent in 1975.

* Due to the largest—increases in the grading class, first—class graduates of colleges and universities in fall 1975 grew substantially increases in the Southern public institutions and more than 13 percent in the South's private sector.

* The greatest enrollment decline came in the South's public two-year colleges, which was nearly three percent from fall 1975 to 1976, with 2,609 fewer students enrolled.

* Another 1 percent pattern was reflected nationally, according to the NCES data, which show 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, a decline of 1.6 percent in fall 1975.

* In the SREB states, total enrollment was 2,881,000, which is 18,000 less than fall 1976.

* The leveling enrollment trends in fall 1976 followed the expected decline from fall 1975 to 1976, when total enrollment decreased by 13 percent in the South, as young people concentrated on their education in market that year in recession and chose to enroll in college.

Many of these students appear to have changed their minds in fall 1976 and dropped out of college.

The stabilizing enrollment region and the declines in some states and for some type of institutions are basically on large increases of the year before.

For example, some state system systems, finding a two-year projections made in Fall 1976 underestimated the 1975 growth, but, with the small increases, they were now in line with expected changes over the two-year period.

The decline in two-year college enrollment clearly indicates an adverse effect on高等院校 who initially chose education an educational or of a training option and have now returned to a more of a job market.

For all institutions and states are also partly attributable to the continuing decrease in enrollment of veterans, which was 1,000 veterans eligible for G.I. Bill benefits dropped substantially in 1976.
This week Delta Chi is proud to welcome four new brothers into its bond. They are Tom Healy, K. M. Burnhill, Dan Furnish, Don Shervey and Lee Clements. These men deserve a lot of credit for the hard work during their pledging and especially for their determination and spirit this past weekend.

Last weekend elections were held at the Delta Chi house and six spirited new men were put into office. They are Paul Suddreth, Tony Goosz, Bill Gregory, Jim Bryant, Paul Worm and Scott Baker. The chapter is looking forward to a great fall behind the leadership of these men.

In the case you have not heard, Greek Week is this weekend. Everyone is welcome to come out and watch Delta Chi win. We've been practicing and we'll be tough to beat. Till next week....

**Lambda Chi**

By Marty Becker

Lambda Chi and the Management Club got together last Saturday afternoon at the "World's Most Famous." The party got a little rowdy. It started about 7:30, and some of the heavyweights (including the author) were still at the beach at about 1 a.m. on Sunday.

Many games of jingle volleyball were played, many hot dogs, hamburgers, and lots of beer were consumed in a disorderly fashion. We, of Lambda Chi, would like to ask the Management Club how they operate with such a light-weight drinker as Wade Ruddworth.

Rumor has it that the y are still shoveling sand out of a van and Camp. Bob is still sleeping on the beach. If anyone wants to buy a used van, please contact Marty Becker or Paul Stavely in the office.

Lambda Chi wishes to thank the Management Club for sharing a place at the beach with us. We are looking forward to getting together again and having them again in the near future.

**Sigma Chi News**

By Juan Gonzalez

Sigma Chi's and friends another weekend of partying even though there are 25 days until graduation. This weekend everyone seemed to be in a partying mood. Friday night our pledging party had a party and it seemed successful in all aspects. There was partying Saturday night also finding many of us Sunday morning with headaches. Many of our visiting Sigs and friends have disappeared since their spring vacation is coming to an end. So the majority of partying this weekend will be done by our own chapter and friends.

In the line of events, one of our pledges had his car front end rearranged. It looks like there are two pledges using bicycles now. Our softball team which was 3-1, got off to a fast start in this past Sunday and moved next 2-12. Everyone was a hitting star as we could do no wrong at the plate. Our pitcher O.C. was in trouble most of the game after a slick fielding balled him out of trouble. Credit is given to O.M. for an outstanding relief job. The team looks forward to taking 1st place next week in the conference pending the success of the Captain America party the night before.

We all wish we will all wish the softball team could win and last wind up the season with a win.

**Sigma Chi News**

By Fork Chop

I would like to start this week's column on a serious note. It seems Kappa Sigma has a new chapter. It really looks like they are going to be tough, but we will take care of them. They are Tom Rearas, D. M. Gaucamuzzi, Tom Baker. The chapter is looking forward to their hard work and many thanks to the Donleys for their generous hospitality.

The beach party was a welcome relief for those on the softball team who suffered through a 2-12 loss to an inspired Sigma Chi team. Sigma Chi played well in a solid winning effort. The APF Pledge Class raffle is going strong. Tickets are still available daily in the cafeteria with the drawing to be held after the movie Friday--Pink Panther film. So get your number and be there Friday. Best of luck to calling Brother Randy Brown. A small card or note would he in order as Randy could use our support. So make some time and contact Randy at his home address: 513, Box 494, May, Daysburg, PA 1644.

Congratulations to Jeff Rubin whose hard work paid off last weekend in the form of a 1st ticket.

**Patrol Class Invitations**

The Tall Dragger Experience

Let People in 3 Hours

Donations 50c, drawing April 1

**Sigma Chi News**

By Jan Stewart

Several members of our chapter participated in a Monte Carlo Night at the Barron Holiday Inn in support of the American Cancer Association. Thursday we will be collecting over $500 for the Breuer Elementary School for an Easter egg hunt at 10:00 Saturday, April 2.

A Beach Party is planned along with the Veta Club for an A.O.N. April 6 and 7. Bring your coolers and food and whatever else it happening.
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Army ROTC

It began like your classic war movie. There were three outfits in the mother company. The first platoon was made of the veteran-term troopers who had been called upon before, had proved themselves, and yet knew that the ultimate test of discipline and endurance was still to come. The accomplishments of the past did not help, once again, they were expected to perform successfully. After all they had done in the past...the second platoon consisted of the "green" recruits, troopers who were young and itching to prove themselves. The first platoon took upon them as upstarts who were naive as to the realities of facing a seasoned foe and who did not know the truth of what it meant alone. On the other hand, they were their morale, determination and organization were underestimated.

The unit could not even be called a platoon in any sense of the word. They were understrengthed (squad size), poorly trained, with no formal leaders, and without discipline. The members were from every part of society, had nothing in common together by circumstances, all were considered either misfits or derelicts, or so it seemed. The stars of this "movie" John Wayne, Henry Fonda, Kirk Douglas, and Dean Martin? No, they were the members of the victorious 1st platoon, the "Raiders", and the 2nd platoon, Stetson's Army ROTC unit.

The LTP's, who are the juniors in ROTC, made up the 2nd platoon during the Fort Stewart trip. Facing them this summer is the five-week Army ROTC advanced camp at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.

However, the experiences that came readily to the mind of the LTP's (besides the mud under the barbed wire obstacles) were those that occurred in and around the barracks. Though sets of 10 repetitions of pushing the Georgia clay further, they learned such interesting facts as BMC (Basic Military Courtesies) and the roulade that trash cans were not allowed to contain garbage for more than five minutes at a time, and the unfortunate knowledge that gray notes were not constructed to support one's weight. Physical training consisted of over-class and only one lap around the track for the LTP's, which was great until it was discovered that one lap was two miles. (Several cadets suggested that the track was not designed for their own physical training but for the exercise of Jews and that a serious mistake was being made.)

The "Young upstart platoon", consisting of the Fort Stewart trip, of the Raiders. Not only did the Raiders look like a sharp unit with a flag bearer, camouflage fatigue, and black berets during drill but they proved themselves as effective, highly motivated platoon. What do a gun-crazed engineer named Larry, a girl harmonica player named Bonnie, a frequently broken named John on Aeronautical Studies student named Dave, an excitable Cuban named Armando, a high school junior named Quisenberry from California, a Ridgebackpacker named Steve, and a 13 year old son of a

Lieutenant Colonel named Greg have in common? They, along with others of equal diversity, were inspired by a field artilleryman, Captain Jeff Johnson, to form a unit from scratch on their own.

How could such diversity in lifetimes and outlooks organize into a unit within two days with such determination that they, like the Raiders, defeated the LTP's in a tug of war? It all began in an impromptu lecture on small unit tactics when CPT Johnson decided to illustrate his instruction on the Army's techniques by making the barracks an area of operations for a column of ants who must bypass an barricade. This was the spark that lit the fire. The soon-to-be members of the "Ant Squad" were already desiring to participate in the activities of the Army and the Raiders; now they had discovered the means to do just that. 

Calling themselves the "Army Ants", they designed an ant flag out of a cloth that proven to become one of the most unorthodox units ROTC has ever had. They cunningly turned their being first year cadets with little training into their weakness of being a young unit with a flag bearer, camouflage fatigue, and black berets during drill. The "Ants" were so effective that Sergeant Major Morris awoke theARHOLD AIR SOCIETY
DELL RIM WILSON, N.O.

by Roger Ross

We finally did get to help out the March of Dimes 20 Mile Run on Saturday, March 19. So, cooking hot dogs, pushing drinks, driving poop-out cars, and for a few of us trying to pick up nice looking female policy cadets, was the way we spent our Saturday. This past Saturday found us setting up the American Cancer Society's annual "Las Vegas Nite" and later on, wheeling and dealing for it.

Our new squadron commander for the 77-78 term was elected at our last meeting. He soon shall be revealed!! Our dining-in last Friday was a real success, as we initiated our new brothers and listened to General Fogle, U.S. Army, Retired, who was our guest speaker. Only thing is, who was that nut that was "Mr. Vice"? Okay, let's all go back to camp and resume watching all the chics who are dunn here for Spring break.
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Photo Contest

The most exciting game of the season ended on a sour note Tuesday for the Eagles as Williams (Mass.) exploded for eight runs in the eleventh inning to take a 8-5 decision at Expoville.

Nelson Solari and except for the eleventh, Craig Jones were outstanding for the home team’s cause. Solari gave up only five hits in his 6-2/3 while fanning 19. Jones also showed his best form of the season displaying a blazing fastball and excellent control.

Meanwhile, the Williams Pride of Tony Staller, Peter Kuzeradzka, and Ted Sader also displayed excellent pitching skills as they combined for a stellar three-hitter. Staller and Solari matched blanks for the first four innings. Both pitchers were not overpowering that only two hits reached first base while they fanned 14.

Solari got their man to first on an infield single in the fourth while San Pagano was the lone Eagle to reach base via a first inning walk.

 Pagano eventually reached second on a wild pitch, but was left stranded as Solari fanned and John Long skied to left.

Kastrinelli followed Staller’s example when he came in. He faced a minimum five batters in his three inning stint, although he did surrender two free passes to Howard Taylor and Ken Holgard.

The Williams defense came to rescue as they turned over a double play in the fifth and catcher Bob Kanell ruined any Eagle hopes in the sixth when he threw Holgard out at second when attempting to steal.

Holgard, in the mean time, ran in another run to first on a single and crossed the plate.

Solari settled down to third and the bases with two outs in the ninth. Bob Kanell touched up the bases for an inside-the-park home run.

Despite this tough break, the Eagles did not fold. They came right back at Ted Sedar, Williams third pitcher of the night.

The visitors of San Pagano, who was able to get his man to first with a fielder’s choice, sent the ball down the middle. The ball was not handled by the Williams catcher as they ran the bases.

In the ninth, a hit, an unusual force which resulted in the Williams shortstop not being able to handle the ground ball.

The Williams glove hand man was unable to handle the ball.

The Eagles’ third baseman was also unable to handle the ball.

The ball was not handled by the Williams catcher as they ran the bases.

By the time the ball was retrieved, Walter was around the bases with two outs in the ninth.
Graduation blues, 1977

By Campus Daily News Service

Not too long ago, we were all told to go on and get an education. Now, we are told to work. And we are.

For recent graduates, the real world has been a difficult place to be for too long. Jobs have been scarce, and the future is even more uncertain.

Despite this, the job market has improved slightly. In fact, some graduates have reported receiving job offers before graduation.

In this issue, we will be discussing the current job market for recent graduates and some strategies for finding employment.

In the meantime, we encourage you to keep your skills sharp and continue your education. The future may bring new opportunities and challenges.

The time is now to take control of your career and make the most of your education.
FLYING TSUNAMI, Four hours with lecturing, 50-slide color, audio-visual, instructor: Bill Doering, will fly, (112) RFD, Route, George, Iowa 51414 also available, Care Air, Inc., or Van Hoolten, 362-1211 and private.

FOR SALE: 1948 Fairchild 240, 3 place, 130 HP, will fly, additional 50-slide color, instructor: Robert Kroll, 360-1251 and private.


